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Abstract: Mobility support to change the connection from one access point (AP)
to the next (i.e., handover) becomes one of the important issues in IEEE
802.11 wireless local area networks (WLANs). During handover, the channel
scanning procedure, which aims to collect neighbor AP (NAP) information on
all available channels, accounts for most of the delay time. To reduce the channel
scanning procedure, a neighbor beacon frame transmission scheme (N-BTS) was
proposed for a seamless handover. N-BTS can provide a seamless handover by
removing the channel scanning procedure. However, N-BTS always requires
operating overhead even if there are few mobile stations (MSs) for the handover.
Therefore, this paper proposes a reinforcement learning-based handover scheme
with neighbor beacon frame transmission (MAN-BTS) to properly consider the
use of N-BTS. The optimization equation is defined to maximize the expected
reward to find the optimal policy and is solved using Q-learning. Simulation
results show that the proposed scheme outperforms the comparison schemes in
terms of the expected reward.

Keywords: Channel scanning; handover; handover delay; IEEE 802.11; WLANs;
Q-learning; reinforcement learning

1 Introduction

According to the global commercialization of multimedia services, such as Netflix and YouTube, IEEE
802.11 wireless local area networks (WLANs) have proliferated due to their broadband communication
capability at a reasonable cost [1]. In addition, multiple access points (APs) have been deployed in many
organizations and institutions to provide mobile multimedia services to users anytime and anywhere [2,3].

Originally, WLAN was introduced for static (i.e., not mobile) users within a limited coverage [4].
However, as users become mobile, mobility support to change the connection from the current AP (CAP)
to the next (i.e., handover) becomes an important issue [5]. Since handover includes searching for
neighbor APs (NAPs) in different channels (i.e., channel scanning), authentication to the target AP, and
reassociation to that AP, handover is time-consuming; consequently, service quality deteriorates,
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especially for delay-sensitive services. During handover, the channel scanning procedure, which aims to
collect NAP information in all of the available channels, accounts for most of the delay time [5,6].
Therefore, it is necessary to find an efficient way to reduce the channel scanning procedure for fast handover.

This situation leads to the need for AP coordination or centralized AP control, usually known as the
enterprise WLAN [2,6,7]. In studies on enterprise WLANs, there have been efforts to reduce the channel
scanning procedure, which aims to allow mobile stations (MSs) to recognize the channel information of
NAPs. These works can be categorized into (1) MS-based approaches [8,9] and (2) network-based
approaches [10,11]. Even though virtual AP management has recently been introduced for mobility
support in enterprise WLANs, virtual AP management aims to remove authentication and reassociation (i.
e., not to improve the channel scanning procedure) during handover through virtual AP migration
between APs [12–14].

In the MS-based approach, an MS can find NAPs by obtaining their channel information through the
request/response (i.e., neighbor report defined by 802.11k or basic service set transition management
provided by 802.11v) with the controller [8,15] or channel switching by itself [9]. If the controller exists,
the former is more efficient because of the channel switching overhead at each MS. On the other hand, in
the network-based approach, APs share the channel information with MSs through the channels of NAPs
by using only one interface (i.e., used for both data communications and sending channel information)
[10] or an additional interface (i.e., dedicated for channel scanning purposes) [11]. Using only one
interface is more efficient in terms of the hardware cost and resource utilization.

In this paper, we propose a reinforcement learning-based handover scheme with neighbor beacon frame
transmission (MAN-BTS), where the controller in enterprise WLANs determines whether to use the MS-
based approach or network-based approach at each time epoch. If the controller decides to use the MS-
based approach, MSs for handover try to obtain the NAP information by themselves through the request/
response with the controller. In terms of the handover delay, after MSs try to obtain the NAP information,
an active scanning procedure for the NAP channels is needed; this procedure can be time-consuming.
Additionally, if a network-based approach is used, when there are few MSs for handover, periodical
transmissions of neighbor-beacon frames (NBFs) are inefficient in terms of the handover preparation cost.
Therefore, the optimization equation is defined to maximize the expected reward to find the optimal
policy and is solved using Q-learning (QL). Simulation results show that MAN-BTS outperforms the
comparison schemes in terms of the expected reward.

The contribution of this paper is threefold: (1) to the best of our knowledge, this is the first study where
network-based and MS-based handover approaches are adaptively considered to find an optimal handover
policy; (2) to determine the WLAN handover policy, we considered not only the distribution of MSs but
also the presence of delay-sensitive MSs; and (3) by means of simulations, the performance of MAN-
BTS is evaluated under various environments; these evaluations can provide a valuable design for
mobility support in enterprise WLANs.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. After related work is presented in Section 2, MAN-
BTS is described in Section 3. The simulation results and concluding remarks are discussed in Sections 4 and
5, respectively.

2 Related Work

Studies on handovers to improve the performance of channel scanning procedures have been reported in
the literature [8–11]. These studies can be classified into two categories, namely, MS-based approaches [8,9]
and network-based approaches [10,11], depending on the main agent performing the channel scanning
procedure.
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Using an MS-based approach, Zhang et al. [8] proposed a neighbor list proactive (NLP) handover
scheme based on the neighbor list, which is managed by a controller. The MS requests and receives an
NAP list from the controller. Due to the list, the channel scanning procedure can be efficient in reducing
overhead because only several attempts by MSs are needed to obtain the information of NAPs for
handover. However, even though the number of scanning channels is reduced, MSs’ active scanning
procedure is still required for MSs’ NAP channels. Ramani et al. [9] proposed a SyncScan, where the
clocks of all APs are synchronized. In this research, the time to transmit beacon frames is manually
configured and set according to the channel. AP transmit beacon frames at a fixed time by using a
predetermined channel. The MS knows at what time and to what channel beacons come so that the MS
can receive beacon frames by changing the channel according to the time the beacon frames are about to
arrive. This allows beacons to be received by changing channels on time without having to perform
passive scanning or active scanning for beacon reception. However, the power consumption to keep
receiving the beacon frames and the overhead of continuously changing the channel become too large.

In a network-based approach, Kim et al. [10] proposed a neighbor beacon frame transmission scheme
(N-BTS). Each AP periodically sends beacon frames, including the operation channel information, by
using the NAP channel according to a predetermined order. In this way, the target NAP for handover can
be determined from the MS’s view, and the channel scanning procedure can thus be eliminated. However,
periodical multiple beacon frame transmission is always needed and can thus be overhead (i.e., cost)
when there are few MSs for handover. Jeong et al. [11] used dual network interfaces, the primary one for
data communication with the MS and the secondary one dedicated to transmitting beacon frames by
using channels of NAPs. Through this, instead of channel scanning, MS can receive beacons sent by
secondary network interfaces of NAPs to the operating channel of the MS to obtain information from
NAPs. Although the handover delay can be greatly reduced by omitting the channel scanning step, using
two network interfaces is quite price inefficient. Two network interfaces have an opportunity cost of more
than double the system throughput.

3 MAN-BTS

In this section, we describe the network architecture and the operation of MAN-BTS. In addition, a
method to find the optimal policy for MAN-BTS was introduced. Compared with our previous work, N-
BTS [10], MAN-BTS supports both MS-based and network-based approaches, and the AP controller can
determine the optimal handover policy by considering the network status. MAN-BTS provides seamless
handover, reduces the handover overhead and maximizes the expected reward in IEEE 802.11 WLANs.
In MAN-BTS, each AP periodically transmits beacon frames through the channels of NAPs in an order
received from the AP controller, which contains the operating channel information of the AP. This
approach allows MSs to receive the beacon frames of NAPs, and therefore MSs can determine the
appropriate AP that they are heading to without the channel scanning procedure. In addition, MAN-BTS
can be adaptively operated to consider the network status. Performance evaluation results demonstrate
that MAN-BTS can maximize the expected reward by using the optimal policy.

3.1 Network Architecture of MAN-BTS

Fig. 1a shows the network architecture of MAN-BTS. In this network, it is assumed that all APs are
connected to the AP controller and create an extended service set (ESS), which can be considered a
single basic service set from the MSs’ view. In Fig. 1a, AP1 and AP2 are connected to the AP controller,
which coordinates the channels used by APs and synchronizes the timing for beacon transmissions of
APs in the ESS. In addition, since we assume the enterprise network [16,17], the AP controller can have
NAP lists of APs. In addition, APs are assumed to be strategically deployed to minimize overlapping
communication areas between APs and maximize the overall coverage of extended service sets. Channel
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reuse allows networks to be configured using three channels (either 2.4 or 5.8 GHz band). In other words,
when using MAN-BTS, a maximum of two NBFs can be transmitted when the network is configured
using three channels. The MS in Fig. 1a is connected to AP1 from t1 to t2 and moves in the direction of
AP2. After t2, handover is performed to connect to AP2, and the MS is connected to AP2 at t3.

3.2 Network-based Operation of MAN-BTS

In MAN-BTS, the CAP communicates with the MS on a single operational channel but transmits an
additional NBF over the channel of the NAP during the beacon frame transmission period. First, the
beacon frame (i.e., the basic beacon frame (BBF) is delivered using the AP channel, and the NBF is
transmitted using the operating channels of the NAPs. The AP controller manages and determines the
order and timing in which the AP transmits one BBF and an additional NBF. Although the role of
the BBF is the same as that of conventional beacon frames, the NBF is intended to announce existence of
the AP to MSs connected to other NAPs and to inform the operating channel. When the MS receives
beacon frames from the service AP and the NAP, the MS can compare the received signal strength
indicator (RSSI) of the received beacon frames without the channel scanning procedure and determine the
best AP for handover according to the real-time RSSI.

Figure 1: MAN-BTS: (a) Network architecture, (b) Timing diagram of the neighbor beacon frame
transmission
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Fig. 1b illustrates the timing diagram of the neighbor beacon frame transmission; the diagram shows the
reception status of the beacon frames from the perspective of the MS at times t1, t2 and t3 as the MS moves
from AP1 to AP2. At time t1, the MS is connected to AP1 and set to Channel A (CH A). Since AP1 is the only
adjacent AP of the MS, the MS receives the BBF of AP1. When the MS is located between AP1 and AP2 at
time t2, the MS receives not only the BBF of the currently connected AP1 but also the NBF of AP2 through
CH A. When two adjacent APs periodically send beacon frames, the MS receives the beacon frames and
decides to start the handover. In other words, the MS can compare the RSSIs of beacon frames from
AP1 and AP2 and decide when and to which AP the MS needs to perform the handover [18–21]. In
addition, other handover prediction methods can be applied by obtaining information through the NBF
reception [22,23]. As an example, the MS performs the handover from AP1 to AP2 after t2. At t3, the MS
is located in the communication area of AP2, communicates with AP2 through Channel B, and receives
only the BBFs transmitted by AP2. Active scanning by the MS is not required during the handover, and
only the APs need to transmit additional NBFs. Therefore, the channel scanning procedure is omitted,
and thus, the handover delay time can be significantly reduced. In addition, since the MS can constantly
measure and compare the RSSIs of the beacon frames from the NAP and the CAP, it is possible to
determine the handover more accurately than determining the handover based on the RSSI from the CAP.
Even though MAN-BTS requires modification, this modification is possible with a simple software
upgrade because only one handover decision rule needs to be added.

If some beacon frames are sent to the same channel at the same time, they cannot be received due to a
collision. Therefore, time synchronization to prevent beacon frame collisions between the APs is essential.
To resolve this issue, the AP controller synchronizes the timing of the BBF and the NBF and notifies the APs
of the timing. However, even if the AP controller manages the beacon frame transmission timing of the APs,
the wireless media access of the WLAN is a competitive approach, so the AP is not guaranteed to transmit
beacon frames at a predetermined time. Thus, a margin is placed between the BBF and the NBF to ensure the
transmission timing of the NBF. A network allocation vector (NAV) is established in the BBF to prevent MSs
from using the channel until the beacon frame transmission is completed.

3.3 MS-based Operation of MAN-BTS

The network-based operation of MAN-BTS is effective when there are many MSs close to the handover.
On the other hand, the MS-based operation of MAN-BTS is introduced in this part, which is advantageous in
situations where there are few MSs close to the handover. In MAN-BTS, each AP monitors the RSSI of the
MSs and reports an AP controller if the RSSI is below the handover preparation threshold (thHP). The AP
controller knows the number of MSs close to the handover through the reports from the APs. If the RSSI
of the MS falls below the handover decision threshold (thHD), the AP disconnects with that MS. During
the disconnection procedure, the MS requests the channel information of the NAPs to the AP, and the AP
responds to the MS after obtaining the information of the NAP through the AP controller. Then, the MS
starts the selective channel scanning procedure to find new APs. In this way, handover becomes faster
than performing a channel scanning procedure for all channels, and lower overhead occurs when a few
MSs perform the handover. The handover preparation area (HPA) is a region with an RSSI of thHP or less
and thHD or more, as shown in Fig. 2. In this way, compared to network-based operations, the MS-based
method requires an NAP list request/response only when a handover occurs. Therefore, the MS-based
operation of MAN-BTS is suitable when the number of MSs and the number of delay-sensitive MSs
located in the HPA are small.
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3.4 Optimal Policy for MAN-BTS

As we mentioned above, although the network-based operation of MAN-BTS supports the handover
decision of the MS and can significantly reduce the handover latency, there is a burden of periodic
transmissions of the additional beacons, NBFs (i.e., the AP occupies the wireless medium during the
channel switching time and NBF transmission time). That is, the network-based operation of MAN-BTS
has a trade-off between the gain of increasing the performance of the handover and the overhead for
transmitting additional NBFs. Consequently, the network-based operation of MAN-BTS can benefit
greatly in the case of frequent handovers. However, when there is no MS for the handover, only overhead
can occur. Therefore, MAN-BTS, which can determine the optimal policy to use MAN-BTS considering
the real-time distribution of the MSs, is proposed. The AP controller determines the MAN-BTS usage
policy based on the handover proximity of the real-time MS distribution collected from the APs. The AP
controller makes policy decisions based on the number of MSs and the number of delay-sensitive MSs in
the HPA. An optimization equation is defined that aims to maximize the expected reward, and then a QL-
based MAN-BTS utilization decision mechanism is proposed.

3.4.1 Q Learning
Machine learning has been utilized to make predictions and/or decisions [24,25]. Among the categories

of machine learning, reinforcement learning (RL), also known as enhancement learning, is inspired by a
behaviorist sensibility and control psychology. The main idea is for an agent to perform actions in the
environment and maximize the expected reward through learning experiences. QL is the most widely
used RL technique and has been extensively applied in wireless networks [26–28].

QL uses the state-action value function Q. It is assumed that we do not know the state that we reach when
we select each action from a given state. However, the Q-value function allows us to know the value of the
action selection. Consequently, we can choose the action with the highest value. The QL algorithm finds the
optimal Q-value iteratively by updating the Q-value as follows:

QðS;AÞ  QðS;AÞ þ a � ðRþ c �maxQðS0;A0Þ � QðS;AÞÞ (1)

where a (0 � a � 1) denotes the learning rate, which determines to what extent the newly learned
information affects the old information. The larger a is, the higher the degree to which the new
information is valued. cð0 � c � 1Þ indicates the discount factor. Before beginning QL, the Q-value table
is initialized to zeroz, and at each subsequent iteration, the Q-value is updated until the final Q-value

Figure 2: The HPA and the HPA criteria for AP1
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table converges. In the convergence Q-value table, the action corresponding to the maximumQ-value of each
state is each state’s optimal action obtained by the learning. However, if the Q-value is updated through the
greedy policy in the above iteration, it can be difficult to explore sufficiently because the agent repeatedly
selects only one action with the high value in a specific state. Therefore, the agent should not always
greedily select the action and should sometimes select other actions that are not of high value to ensure
the exploration. In this paper, we use the e-greedy exploration-exploitation method for proper exploration.
At each decision epoch, the agent randomly selects the action with probability e. Then, the greedy action
is exploited based on the previously learned Q-value with probability 1� e. The formula is as follows:

pðAjSÞ ¼
1� e if a� ¼ argmaxQðS;AÞ

A
e otherwise

(
(2)

This greedy method guarantees some exploration. In addition, in this paper, we use the decaying
e-greedy method, in which the e value is initially set as a high value and then reduced by d after each
iteration. At first, the agent knows nothing about the environment. Then, the agent focuses on obtaining
enough information about the environment by selecting various actions. After learning to some extent, the
agent focuses on making the best choice based on the information already obtained. Algorithm 1 shows
steps to select the optimal Q-value by applying the decaying e-greedy method. When the Q-value table
converges, the agent can find the optimal policy popt that maximizes the expected long-term discount
reward QðS;AÞ; i.e., popt ¼ argmax

A
QðS;AÞ.

Algorithm 1: Steps for the optimal Q-value table

Step 1: For each S and A, initialize QðS;AÞ to zero. Specify e > 0;

Step 2: Observe the current state S;

Step 3: Select an action, and execute A depending on Eq. (2);

Step 4: Receive immediate returns R;

Step 5: Observe the new state S0;

Step 6: Update the Q-value table according to Eq. (1);

Step 7: The Q-value table converges and ends; otherwise, e ¼ e� d, and repeat Steps 2~6.

3.4.2 State Definition
To efficiently utilize MAN-BTS, it is important to first properly measure the situation of the network.

State space S is defined as follows:

S ¼ N � U (3)

where N and U denote the handover preparation phase of the MSs and the handover preparation phase of the
delay-sensitive MSs, respectively.

When the total number of MSs in the network is M , N and U are represented by

N ¼ f0; 1; 2;…;Mg (4)

U ¼ f0; 1; 2;…;Mg (5)

where nð2 NÞdenotes the situation when the number of MSs located in HPA is n and u ð2 UÞdenotes the
situation when the number of delay-sensitive MSs located in HPA is u.
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3.4.3 Action Definition
In MAN-BTS, the AP controller selects whether to execute the network-based MAN-BTS according to

the current state information. The action A can be described as

A ¼ f0; 1g (6)

where að2 AÞrepresents whether the AP controller commands a network-based or MS-based operation of
MAN-BTS execution. If a ¼ 0, MS initiates a channel scanning procedure for a handover when RSSI
falls below thHD. However, in the case of a ¼ 1, MS compares the RSSI of beacon frames from the CAP
and the NAP and performs the handover when the RSSI of the NAP is three times higher than that of the
CAP.

3.4.4 Reward and Cost Functions
The reward and cost functions depend on state S and action A. The reward function includes the reward

for the handover, and the cost function is related to the cost needed to prepare the handover; this cost includes
the cost of the beacon transmissions and the cost of the channel scanning time. The total reward function,
RðS;AÞ, is defined as

RðS;AÞ ¼ w � f ðS;AÞ � ð1� wÞ � gðS;AÞ (7)

where f ðS;AÞ denotes the reward function for the handover and gðS;AÞ denotes the cost function due to the
handover preparation. In addition, w(0 � w � 1) denotes the weight factor to adjust the significance of
f ðS;AÞ and gðS;AÞ.

The reward function according to the action, f ðS;AÞ, is defined as

f ðS;AÞ ¼ rDT � HDT ; if a ¼ 0
rDT � HDT þ rDS � HDS ; if a ¼ 1

�
(8)

where rDT and rDS indicate the reward for the handover of the delay-tolerant MS and the delay-sensitive MS,
respectively; and where HDT and HDS denote the number of handovers for the delay-tolerant MSs and the
number of handovers for the delay-sensitive MSs, respectively. Since the network-based operation of
MAN-BTS can satisfy the delay requirement of the delay-sensitive MS, rDS can be obtained when a ¼ 1.

However, the overhead due to using MAN-BTS should be considered. Consequently, the cost function,
gðS;AÞ, is defined as

gðS;AÞ ¼ c0 � ðHDT þ HDSÞ; if a ¼ 0
c1; if a ¼ 1

�
(9)

where c0 refers to the cost of the channel scanning procedure by MS for a handover; this cost increases in
proportion to the number of MSs performing handovers. In the case of using the network-based operation
of MAN-BTS (i.e., a ¼ 1), a channel scanning procedure is not needed. However, there is a periodical
overhead for the AP to transmit the NBF. In this case, a constant cost c1 occurs regardless of the number
of handovers.

4 Evaluation Result

For the performance evaluation, we compared the proposed MAN-BTS with (1) N-BTS [10], where MS
can obtain the NBFs from the NAPs; and (2) NLP [8], where MS can obtain the channel information of the
NAPs through an AP controller [8]. We assume that 7 APs are placed in hexagonal cell deployment and the
MS moves according to the random-walk model [29]. Tab. 1 includes the parameters used in the performance
evaluation.
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4.1 Effect of w

The effect of the weighted factor w on balancing the reward functions is shown in Fig. 3. As shown in
Fig. 3, the expected reward value of MAN-BTS is always the highest. When the w value is from 0.1 to 0.4
(i.e., a higher weight is given to the cost rather than the reward), MAN-BTS has almost the same expected
reward value as NLP. That is, MAN-BTS operates in almost NLP mode. Additionally, when the value of w is
between 0.8 and 0.9, the expected rewards of MAN-BTS and N-BTS are close to each other. When w is
between 0.5 and 0.7, the expected reward value of MAN-BTS is higher than that of the others by an
appropriate policy decision between the NLP and N-BTS modes according to the state.

4.2 Effect of q

Fig. 4 shows the expected reward as a function of waiting probability q. q denotes the probability that the
MS leaves from a place during the decision epoch. Consequently, when q is high, the MS moves actively.
However, when q is low, the MS corresponds to a static case in which the MS remains stationary.
MAN-BTS has the highest expected reward irrespective of the change in q. When q is greater than 0.6,
MAN-BTS has almost the same value as NLP. The performance of NLP and N-BTS crosses when q is
between 0.2 and 0.3, and when q is greater than 0.3, the expected reward value of NLP becomes higher.

4.3 Effect of M

M denotes the total number of MSs in the access network. As M increases, the probability of handover
increases. Fig. 5 shows the expected reward value when M is from 5 to 15. As M increases, the expected
reward of N-BTS increases and that of NLP decreases. The expected reward value of MAN-BTS is
always the highest in the entire domain. Specifically, as M increases, handover occurs more frequently,
and in such a situation, N-BTS is more efficient. However, NLP is more efficient when handover rarely
occurs (i.e., M is small). In contrast, MAN-BTS always shows an optimal result because MAN-BTS
adaptively operates according to M.

Table 1: Default parameter setting

Parameters M w q rDT rDS c0 c1

Value 10 0.7 0.2 2 5 −1 −5

Figure 3: Expected reward according to weight factor w
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5 Conclusion

Through the network-based operation of MAN-BTS, MSs can receive the NBFs of NAPs, thereby
enabling MSs to check the surrounding AP information in real time and make appropriate handover
decisions. In this paper, we propose MAN-BTS to make efficient use of MAN-BTS according to the
network situation. MAN-BTS can find the optimal policy to maximize the expected reward by using Q-
learning. By considering the higher reward on delay-sensitive MSs, we propose a more practical method
instead of a uniform handover policy. The evaluation results demonstrate that compared to NLP and N-
BTS, MAN-BTS with the optimal policy can always achieve the highest expected reward. In our future
work, we will extend MAN-BTS to consider the routing path to minimize the packet loss and service
delay in response to handover under the control of the AP controller.
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